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a b s t r a c t

Few teachers include information and communication technology in the classroom, despite their po-
tential for increasing attention and motivation for students. Educational authoring tools are intended to
turn teachers into designers and deliverers of technology-enhanced educational content, and increasing
the adoption of these tools is a key element for speeding up this transformation. This paper emphasizes
the importance of learnability for preventing rejection or abandonment by of such an authoring tool, and
how acceptance is deeply affected by the interaction paradigm and the creation metaphor used in the
tool. We present an analysis comparing two design paradigms: the widespread menu-based and choice-
guided interaction paradigm versus a consistent metaphor with direct manipulation. The latter was
implemented in DEDOS-Editor, a novel authoring tool that allows the creation of diverse educational
activities that can be performed on different devices, such as PCs, digital blackboards, tablets, and
multitouch surfaces. An experimental study shows the tremendous impact that interface choices have on
the tool's learning curve. The results provide the first mapping of the choice of a direct-manipulation
interface and its effect on the learning curve's entry point, as well as a consistent interaction metaphor
with smoother and fast-growing learning curves. This allows users to complete more tasks and gain
more knowledge through experience, in contrast to menu-based interfaces. The initial use of the tool is
thus made easier for users with no experience or information about the tool, and the advantages of
experience and expertize in facing new challenges are facilitating. This work also highlights the ap-
propriateness of learning curves as a tool for measuring learnability.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) offers many
potential possibilities to teachers for creating educational activities
that students can perform in the classroom. “The Survey of
Schools: ICT in Education” (European Union, 2013) sheds light on
the use of ICT in the classroom. First, most students think that
using computers for learning is interesting, they are motivated to
learn with them, and they are used to performing tasks with
electronic devices at home. Second, school heads and teachers
agree about the relevance of ICT use in different learning activities
and acknowledge that technologies motivate students. However,
despite the significant differences between EU countries regarding
ICT and electronic equipment use in the classrooms, “on average
Ltd. This is an open access article u

-Álvarez),
across the EU countries […], only between 20 and 25% of students
are taught by digitally confident and supportive teachers having
high access to ICT and facing low obstacles to their use at school.”
This information points out the need for teachers who are con-
fident and supportive in effectively using ICT infrastructure and
exploiting their potential. In agreement with Levy and Ben-Ari
(2007), we believe that this poor use of technology in the class-
room is mainly due to teacher limited knowledge of existing
technological resources. This problem is worsened by the severe
scarcity of educational tools (although this is slowly being solved
by the inclusion of tablets in classrooms), as well as the rigidity of
available tools, which do not comply with teacher needs in most
cases (Hutchful et al., 2010).

One approach to this issue is to steer development of applica-
tions specifically designed to support teaching in a particular area
of knowledge. However, developing a final application is a
daunting task involving a costly and time-consuming process of
analysis, planning, coding, and testing (and later support) to target
a particular need. Targeting needs poses a new problem of appli-
cations not being adaptable enough to teacher needs (Pelgrum,
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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2001). In this situation, technical expertize is needed to add new
requirements to a certain application, which will require teachers
to have a strong technological background or technical support.
Usually, teachers do not have technical skills, and since having
technical support is commonly expensive, teachers will end up
abandoning ICT (Buabeng-Andoh, 2012).

Putting the creative power in the teacher hands requires au-
thoring tools with which teachers can continuously and smoothly
improve the creation process. In this study, we aim to highlight the
factors affecting the learnability of an authoring tool, which is
understood as “the capability of the software product to enable the
user to learn its application” (ISO/IEC 9126-1, 2000). As Carroll
et al. (2003) suggested, we strongly believe that learnability is one
of the critical factors for making teachers adopt a specific tech-
nology. In designing an authoring tool, we should improve the
familiarity (“the extent to which a user's knowledge and experi-
ence in other domains can be applied when interacting with a new
system”), the predictability (“support for the user to determine the
effect of future action based on past interaction history”), and the
generalizability (“support for the user to extend knowledge of
specific interaction within and across applications to other similar
situations”) (Dix et al., 2004). In this sense, learnability can be
optimized by measuring the teacher's performance in designing
educational activities over time, which can allow us to identify
flaws or characteristics of the developed tool and improve it to
ease the learning curve. Teachers show different learning curves
when using different authoring tools that are affected by both the
user interface design (Nicholas, 2009) and the teacher's back-
ground skills and prior knowledge (Ainsworth et al., 2004). Thus,
design decisions will affect how easy teachers find the tool upon
first use, how fast they acquire skills, and how competent they
become after using the tool for a fair amount of time. These effects
can in turn be observed in the learning curve of each user.

We were thus motivated to design and implement DEDOS-
Editor, a novel authoring tool meant to provide a consistent design
metaphor to smooth the learning curve for teachers. Our approach
capitalizes on the creativity and expertize of teachers in the
creation process, as well as the group dimension of the educa-
tional system by allowing teachers to access, use, and build over
content developed by other teachers. In the design of DEDOS-
Editor, we focused on improving learnability through a direct-
manipulation interaction style (Shneiderman, 1983) and a con-
sistent interaction metaphor (Nielsen, 1989) for the creation of
educational activities. We started with the following questions:

� What are the most popular activities designed by teachers with
authoring tools?

� Is learnability affected by the interaction style? What design
paradigm improves learnability?

� Which factors impact the learning curve of a tool?

To test our hypotheses, we performed a controlled experi-
mental study with bachelor's students aged 21–30 years old in
primary education and early childhood education (future teachers)
at Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Spain. The experiment compares
DEDOS-Editor with an authoring tool that can be seen as a fair
example of those available. After reviewing the state of the art, we
chose JClic-Author (XTec, 2016), which is the most popular edu-
cational creation tool for personal computers and digital black-
boards in Spain. Both tools were compared to collect information
about their learnability, which helps us to comprehend teacher
struggles when first facing a new tool in their classrooms and the
main reasons they stop using them.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the
current educational authoring tools and whether they support
collaborative learning using different devices. Section 3 discusses
how design principles affect the learning curve and which de-
signing principles we have followed. Sections 4 and 5 detail the
experimental study, the characteristics of the participants, the
methodology, and the results. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 summarize
the discussion and conclude the work.
2. Related work

The most frequent ICT-based activities in the European Union
are related to the preparation of educational activities, creating
digital resources, or using a virtual learning environment (Eur-
opean Union, 2013). However, the resources most used are mul-
timedia tools such as PowerPoint, exercise software, online quiz-
zes/tests, and broadcasts (podcasts, Youtube), among others.
Therefore, available tools and devices are not being fully exploited.
We strongly believe that this is due to developers overlooking the
importance of the learning curve of certain applications. Learning
applications should consider short-term efforts and long-term
limitations (Papert, 1980) for users to gain knowledge of the ap-
plication quickly while avoiding boredom for experts. We go
deeper into this topic in Section 3.1.

In exercise software, teachers use special authoring tools to
create interactive learning activities for students to use through
PCs or digital blackboards. In addition, teachers can easily share
the created contents with these applications, receive feedback
from other teachers, and improve the learning content provided to
the academic community (Su et al., 2005). We looked at the design
paradigms of the most popular examples that had any kind of
evaluation behind them (Venugopal et al., 2005), and we have
found that the menu-based interaction style is widespread (see
Table 1).

A prototypical example may be JClic (XTec, 2016), which allows
for different types of educational activities, such as puzzles, asso-
ciations, text activities, and crosswords. Activities are grouped in
projects. Its interface is based on a menu, and it has four main
tabs: “Project” for defining general features; “Media Library,” where
the teacher must provide all the multimedia contents such as
images, audio, or video; “Activities,” where the teacher selects the
next activity to be created or updates previously defined ones; and
“Sequences,” where the order to accomplish the activities is spe-
cified. A different set of options is displayed, depending on the
type of activity selected. Hot Potatoes is another project with a
similar approach (Half-Baked Software Inc. and University of Vic-
toria Humanities Computing and Media Center, 2013). It requires
previous knowledge related to web design or the use of image
manipulation programs if teachers want to include images of dif-
ferent sizes (e.g., GIMP, Photoshop, or Paint).

Smart Notebook (SMART, 2013) uses an alternative approach
where activities are designed by dragging and dropping visual
elements or by directly painting on the screen. However, the ac-
tivity creation is not consistent across different types of activities,
since each type must be selected in a menu and different options
appear in each element to configure the corresponding activity. In
the same line of dragging and dropping, the Mouse Mischief add-
on (Moraveji et al., 2008) harnesses the potential of the Power-
Point interaction paradigm to turn it into a simple but powerful
authoring tool. However, it has a small variety of activities.

Authoring exercise functionality can also be found embedded
in tools allowing teachers to create course-based learning en-
vironments, where activities are designed to be executed as part of
a course. A fair representative of this class of tools is Microsoft
LCDS (Microsoft Learning, 2013), which helps teachers in creating
learning environments that will be executed as computer-based
training applications by specifying their own pedagogical princi-
ples. Other projects that focus on authoring courses are Xerte



Table 1
Comparison of educational authoring tools regarding their interaction style and type of activities.

Authoring tool Interaction style Educational activities type

ARIES Hierarchical object paradigm/Menu Augmented reality simulations
Bookbuilder Frame paradigm/Menu Creating courses
Cognitor Tagging paradigm/Menu Creating courses
DEDOS-Editor Card-based paradigm/Drag and drop Simple and multiple choice, pair matching, and mathematical activities
Hot Potatoes Hypermedia linkage paradigm/Menu Simple and multiple choice, pair matching, crosswords, order words, fill in the gaps
JClic Hypermedia linkage paradigm/Menu Simple and multiple choice, pair matching, exploration, puzzles, fill in the gaps, memory games, cross-

words, alphabet soup, identifying sounds
JelSim Toolkit Frame paradigm/Menu Physics and Math Simulations

Simple and multiple choice
LAMS Icon-based paradigm/Drag and drop Simple and multiple choice, text answers
Microsoft LCDS Icon-based paradigm/Menu Simple and multiple choice, essay
Mouse Mischief Icon-based paradigm/Menu and drag and

drop
Simple and multiple choice, fill in the gaps

Quandary Hypermedia-linkage paradigm/Menu Creating courses, simple and multiple choice
REDEEM Frame paradigm/Menu Simple and multiple choice, creating courses
Smart Notebook Card-based paradigm/Drag and drop Simple and multiple choice, pair matching, text answer, identifying sounds, order words
Xerte Scripting paradigm/Menu Creating courses, simple and multiple choice, pair matching, fill in the gaps
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(University of Notthingam, 2008), REDEEM (Ainsworth et al.,
2004), Bookbuilder (CAST, 2006), Cognitor (Neto et al., 2006), and
Quandary (Half Baked Software, 2003).

Such applications are based on configuring a course across
multiple menus and forms. In these tools, activities are organized
according to a course structure rather than a project structure.
Therefore, the output combines educational material with activ-
ities in which content creation occupies a significant portion of the
design process. Interactive activities are designed in a similar way
to JClic or Hot Potatoes. However, being more ambitious in scope,
they tend to focus on professional content creators rather than on
teachers with time constraints and a basic computer background
in most cases. This impedes the learnability of the tool, making
help mechanisms and virtual assistants critical for the tool's
adoption. For instance, REDEEM assists in the creation of a learn-
ing environment by guiding the user through a question and
answer process. This allows teachers to design complex tasks with
fairly simple actions, although it may be a time-consuming pro-
cess. Likewise, LAMS also facilitates the definition of course
structures by using direct manipulation, but being oriented to
multimedia content creation, activity types are limited to ques-
tions and answers (LAMS International, 2004).

One relevant aspect usually forgotten when analyzing learn-
ability is variation in teacher computer skills. An interesting ap-
proximation that accounts for these differences is JeLSIM toolkit
(Thomas and Milligan, 2004), a software suite for easily creating
and customizing physics and math simulations. The toolkit shows
different interfaces according to the user's computer proficiency.
To create identical simulations, a Java programmer has access to a
programming interface, whereas a teacher without proper pro-
gramming skills can use a graph-based graphical interface to
simplify the creation and simulation process. The variety of user
interfaces is very interesting from the point of view of learnability,
although it makes it more complicated to jump from one level of
expertize to the next, and the implementation might have bene-
fited from including an intermediate proficiency level.

Apart from the interaction mechanism, another issue is that
few tools offer the possibility of creating activities that multiple
students can solve at the same time and on the same device. For
example, SMART Notebook activities are intended to be performed
by a single student, despite the fact that more than one can in-
teract with the digital blackboard to do the activity. If teachers
want students to perform the same activity in different work-
spaces, they should replicate the activity for each student. The
groupware approach of Mouse Mischief allows interaction with
multiple pointers in a single display, although its approach is
constrained to the use of mouse devices. LAMS provides the pos-
sibility of performing collaborative activities, but it is online col-
laboration where each user performs activities on a separate
device.

In summary, most tools seem to overlook the importance of
their learnability. All of them partially ignore the necessity of
providing a coherent and consistent mechanism for creating dif-
ferent types of activities, and in our experience, many of them
provide clumsy user interfaces that do not reflect that somebody
has to design an activity before a student performs it. Further-
more, the very few tools have been evaluated, like REDEEM or
ARIES (Wojciechowski and Cellary, 2013), have focused on the
student's performance in accomplishing the activities rather than
on the teacher's performance in designing them. In the following
section, we introduce the importance of learnability and the de-
sign principles we have followed to improve learnability in DE-
DOS-Editor.
3. Learning curve and design principles

The design of computer-supported pedagogically sound group-
learning activities still remains a complex task that requires both
technological and pedagogical skills and knowledge. To manage
these multidisciplinary needs, it is common for pedagogical teams
to join efforts with technological ones, which leads to a completely
new set of problems from a designer's point of view. These pro-
blems can be summarized in two main design requirements:
flexibility and ease of use.

3.1. Learning curve

It is necessary to consider the learning curve when a computer
tool is designed. As Repenning and Ioannidou (2006) pointed out,
based on the optimal flow of motivation in learning (Csikszent-
mihalyi, 1991), anxiety occurs when challenges exceed user abil-
ities, while boredom arises if skills are above the challenges that
can be tackled with the tool. That is, limited knowledge must
suffice to do simple things, while advanced knowledge should
gradually lead to increasing construction power. This means pay-
ing particular attention to short-term efforts and long-term lim-
itations (Papert, 1980) to reduce newcomer anxiety while avoiding
expert boredom. Therefore, it is important to minimize both the
effort required to begin using a tool as well as its long-term lim-
itations, which would allow users to tackle increasingly complex
challenges as they gain knowledge and experience.
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Mueller et al. (2008) identified certain factors that kept tea-
chers from fully embracing computers as teaching tools: a varied
set of comfort levels with computers, strong doubts about com-
puters as good pedagogical tools, lack of training, and the time
required to understand and use computer tools (DiSessa, 2000;
Hannafin and Hill, 2002). This explains why some teachers shy
away from computers and authoring applications with unintuitive
interfaces, despite the possible quality of the outcome. A key re-
mark that can be extracted from these works is the importance of
the time it takes to accomplish a task with a technology (or rather
the perceived time) in regard to the general willingness to adopt it
as a pedagogical tool by teachers.

Obtaining an optimal flow during the learning process of a
technological tool requires consideration of the variety of users
and their different needs and motivations. Many factors influence
how people think and reason, their knowledge, and their skills.
Consequently, when designing a user-centered system, it is crucial
to account for these variations (Barfield, 1986). In the end, this is a
problem of diversity.

Users can be classified into four categories according to Hackos
and Redish (1998): i) novice users with little or no knowledge of a
tool, ii) regular users with basic knowledge of a tool, iii) advanced
users who can perform some technical tasks, and iv) expert users
or professionals with deep knowledge of the tool. Ideally, users
would be able to increase their knowledge over time and move to
higher categories. However, several fundamental barriers impede
this progression. First, as mentioned, excessively complicated basic
use of the tool can lead to early abandonment by novice and
regular users, in the same way that a limited functionality may
drive away more experienced users. Second, since not every user
has the same needs, users may decide to remain in a particular
category that is complex enough to satisfy their needs and feel no
need to learn more advanced functionalities. Interface design can
tackle these issues by hiding functionality to increase simplicity
but making it easy for users with more expertize to find these
functions to maintain constructive power.

There are two immediate issues arising from the user evolution
process. Firstly, users abandon the tool, mainly due to difficulty or
limited functionality. Both issues should be considered during the
design process. The approach of discoverable interfaces showing
functionality as required is thus one of the most important aspects
of our design process. Secondly, not every user ends up being
proficient and many stall in a particular category. This is a result of
user idiosyncrasy, motivation, and needs. Thus, if the authoring
tool satisfies the user's expectations, there is no need for im-
provement in this respect. In other words, there is a unique critical
threshold at which the cost of further learning is higher than the
benefits it brings. Reusing expert knowledge and feedback is an
additional tool to minimize the learning cost of less-skilled users
who have reached their personal learning threshold. For instance,
in a word processor example, advanced or regular users reuse
macros created by proficient users. In summary, these issues arise
from the diversity of users, and therefore, it is crucial to keep in
mind that users approach tools in very different ways.

3.2. Searching for regularities in different types of educational
activities

One challenge for maintaining an optimal flow of learning is
finding a consistent metaphor that eases the reuse of knowledge
when using the tool. We wanted to identify which types of edu-
cational activities are used most often to devise a metaphor that
encompasses their common characteristics in them. First, we
reviewed the state-of-the-art authoring tools (see Table 1) and
classified the type of activities they support. We found that all of
them support multiple choice activities except ARIES (a system for
building augmented-reality interactive learning environments).
Pair-matching activities are the next most popular type of activity
(provided by five tools), followed by “fill in the gap” activities.
Although less common, other types of activities can be found, such
as word ordering, puzzles, crosswords, and memory games.

In addition, we conducted a study to determine the most
popular among the educational projects designed by professional
teachers using JClic. The JClic website has educational projects for
different levels ranging from early childhood to university, and we
randomly selected a sample of 189. Among these, 84 early child-
hood projects were included from a total of 284, while 105 were
primary school projects from a total of 928. We analyzed 2586
activities from early childhood projects and 3471 activities from
primary school projects and identified 14 different types.

The size of each sample (n) was calculated as follows:

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( )( )σ σ= · · − · + ·n N Z / N 1 ME Z2 2 2 2 2

where N is the population size, s is the standard deviation, Z is the
z-score associated with the desired confidence level, and ME is the
margin of error. N was set as the total number of projects (284 and
928 for each case). We assumed a s of 0.5 since it is unknown in
both cases. Z was calculated as 1.96 from a confidence level of 95%,
and we chose a margin of error of 9%.

Fig. 1 summarizes the activity distribution of the analyzed
educational projects created by professional teachers. The most
popular activity was pair matching (33% in early childhood pro-
jects and 26% in primary school projects), closely followed by
multiple choice activities (26% and 21%, respectively).

In summary, it seems that teachers prefer information, ex-
ploration, multiple choice, and pair-matching activities, which
cover 78% of early childhood projects activities and 66% of primary
school project activities. We developed DEDOS-Editor with this
information in mind, focusing first on the design of multiple
choice and pair-matching activities and providing a consistent
interaction metaphor when creating them. This will give teachers
a tool that will allow them to design the most popular activities
without too much effort.
4. Design principles of Dedos-Editor

Based on the considerations described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
we decided to use a card-based metaphor to implement the design
principles of direct manipulation and consistency. In DEDOS-Edi-
tor, each activity is inspired by a card-based game in which the
teacher decides the card content and the goals to accomplish (see
Fig. 2). Cards are virtual objects that resemble their physical
counterparts and are used similarly by dragging and dropping.
One immediate advantage is that novice teachers can use their real
world-knowledge for guessing how to define an educational ac-
tivity. For example, an activity's layout is configured by dragging
cards from a toolbar and dropping them on the board. Continuous
feedback from the actions is visually reflected on the screen to
facilitate understanding of the creation process and its progress.
These features increase the predictability of the next action and
reduce the effort in progressing with the tool.

Both multiple choice and pair-matching activities are con-
sistently defined in DEDOS-Editor using cards (tokens). For mul-
tiple choice, this is done by choosing which tokens are correct
answers to the activity by dragging and dropping a target on a
card, while in pair matching tokens are connected with arrows
(which are also placed by dragging and dropping). These tokens
can be placed in a zone, which acts as a container for all the tokens
and targets that are dropped in it. We experimentally evaluated
whether this metaphor is flexible enough to incorporate



Fig. 1. Results of the most popular activities in ICT projects designed by current teachers. Other group is formed by 16 types of activities.

Fig. 2. DEDOS-Editor graphic user interface.
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completely different activities in other tools, like word searches,
crosswords, fill in the gap, memory activities, and so on. We be-
lieve that reusing concepts, elements, and operations provides an
overall consistency that eases the creation of new types of activ-
ities by enabling reuse of the most needed concepts, as well as
growing confidence toward mastery by eliminating conceptual
jumps and strengthening a philosophy of “the more I know, the
easier it will be to learn what I do not.”

We gauged whether DEDOS-Editor provides internal con-
sistency in the creation metaphor. By reusing concepts, layouts,
and actions in different types of activities, we intend to allow
teachers to extend their goals easily to more complex tasks,
which improves the learnability of the tool. In addition, we
measured whether reuse improves the learning curve of DEDOS-
Editor.
Taking into account user diversity (Hackos et al., 1998), the tool
was designed to hide advanced configuration options from new
users instead of showing the full potential of the tool right away.
Advanced options are hidden on the back of the cards, which can
be flipped to reveal the information. As teachers acquire experi-
ence with the use of the tool, they end up discovering these op-
tions to fine tune designs. This strategy avoids overloading new
users and moderates the process of discovering new functionality
and gaining competency. Logical constraints preventing novice
users from making mistakes are also embedded in the user in-
terface due to lack of knowledge. The next section explains the
experimental study for evaluating the tool and learning paradigm
in comparison with other tools based on menus. DEDOS-Editor is
also described in more detail.



Table 3
Distribution of the activities performed by session.

Type of
activity

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3

DEDOS-Editor Multiple
choice

2 2 2

Pair-
matching

2 2 2

JClic-Author Multiple
choice

2 2 2

Pair-
matching

2 2 2

Information No details Explanation about
the interface

Full explanation
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5. Validation

We experimentally measured the intuitiveness, progression,
and retention of DEDOS-Editor (i.e., the ease of maintaining pro-
ficiency in the tool after a period of not using it). The experiment
was also designed to compare with JClic-Author. The experiment
consisted of three sessions in which participants had to design
different types of educational activities. Throughout all sessions,
observers recorded both user issues and the time it took to finish
activities. The next sections present the features of the participants
and the experimental methodology.

5.1. Participants

The experimental study was conducted with 42 students aged
21 to 30 years old and majoring in either early childhood educa-
tion or primary education at the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos.
Participation was voluntary with no monetary compensation, but
participants were awarded equivalent course points for the time
spent. All students had previous knowledge of JClic-Author as part
of their basic training for making educational projects, but they all
were using DEDOS-Editor for the first time. Since they had pre-
vious knowledge of JClic-Author, we could expect good perfor-
mance with the tool, so we could measure whether DEDOS-Editor
is learnable enough to reach the same competence.

Participants were divided into two groups, one beginning the
experimental study with JClic-Author and ending with, while the
other started with DEDOS-Editor. The participant distribution is
described in Table 2 along with the number of participants in each
group and the order of the tools used in each session. Groups were
balanced to have a similar number of students. Degree type was
not considered since both involve the same technological training.

5.2. Methodology

Each subject was asked to design different educational activ-
ities in three sessions. The first two sessions were done in one day,
and students came back two days later to perform the third ses-
sion. We separated the third session from the first and second
since learnability is also measured by the knowledge retention.
Information on how to use the tools was provided incrementally at
the beginning of each session without giving any additional help
for the rest of the sessions. After the three sessions, participants
gave comments so we could gather their impressions on both
tools. Details on the provided information can be found later
subsections for each session.

Educational activities consisted of simple multiple choice or
pair-matching activities. Participants had to design each activity in
less than five minutes. If time ran out, participants could not finish
the activity afterwards and they were told to start designing the
next activity. We decided to use this time limit since it was about
twice the time needed for the activities by the developers of this
tool, who are experts in creating educational activities with DE-
DOS-Editor and JClic-Author. Activities became complex through-
out the sessions. All of the images that are required to build the
activities were provided before starting the experiment. We did
not want the participants to waste time looking for them since it
would not affect the focus of our research.
Table 2
Distribution of participants during the experimental study.

Participants Initial tool Final tool

Group 1 24 JClic-Author DEDOS-Editor
Group 2 18 DEDOS-Editor JClic-Author
Participants were first asked to design two multiple choice
activities with one tool and then with the other tool, followed by
two pair-matching activities. One group used DEDOS-Editor first
and JClic-Author next, which was reversed in the other group.
Participants had five minutes to finish each activity before moving
to the next one, and before designing each activity, we showed
them how the final result should look. Table 3 shows an example
of the activity distribution throughout the sessions and the in-
formation given to the participants.

The increasing difficulty made participants think about the
spatial arrangement of the elements, since the clarity of the con-
tent could affect student learning. The activity content was the
same for both tools. Although more types of activities are possible,
we focused on only the two most popular for JClic-Author. The
previous experience with JClic-Author helped strengthen the re-
sults should performance be better with DEDOS-Editor.

5.2.1. Session 1
No details were given about the tools in the first session other

than where to find the main menus and elements. The first two
activities of this session were multiple choice activities consisting
of a text area stating the problem and three choices with only one
correct answer. In the first activity, under the question, “Which of
these animals lays eggs?” three graphical choices are to be shown
using images of a gorilla, an elephant, and a turtle. In the second
one, under the question, “Which of these countries does not be-
long to the European Union?” three text choices have to be pro-
vided for Canada, Germany, and Spain.

Using DEDOS-Editor in the first activity requires dragging and
dropping one zone in the editing panel. The goal of the zones is to
group cards. In this example, students must combine one game
zone with one player zone. Individual zones will be replicated if
there are two or more students doing the activity. However, col-
laborative zones are shared and located in the middle of the
physical space. When the zones are added, students place a text
token where they type the statement in the game zone and place
the three image tokens for the answers in the player zone. Finally,
users have to drag and drop a choice icon on the turtle token (the
correct answer). One example of using collaborative and individual
zones can be seen in Fig. 3. In the second multiple choice activity,
the creation steps are the same as in the previous activity with the
exception that text tokens have to be used instead of image tokens.

In JClic-Author, multiple choice activities are called “identifi-
cation activities.” The first step is to find and select this type of
activity in an initial menu. Then, in the “Panel” tab, users can set
the number of desired answers and the way they will appear (one
row and three columns in this case) for creating an activity with
similar look and feel to that in the other tool. This process creates a
matrix that can be filled cell by cell by adding the appropriate



Fig. 3. Session 1. First multiple choice activity with DEDOS-Editor.
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images and setting the correct answer in the “Relations” tab. Fi-
nally, the question statement has to be set in the “Messages” tab.
An example of the result can be seen in Fig. 4. As with DEDOS-
Editor, JClic-Author allows the user to add text to the cells instead
of images, which can be used for creating the second multiple
choice activity.

The two pair-matching activities in the second part were an
image-to-image activity to associate three types of products with a
corresponding recycling bin and an image-to-text activity to as-
sociate three characters with their corresponding profession. In
DEDOS-Editor, participants again have to drag a game zone and a
player zone into the editing panel. In the game zone, they have to
add the statement and three tokens that will be used as the des-
tination of the tokens placed in the player zone. Participants
should then place a pair-matching icon on each of the tokens and
move the arrow that appears over the element intended for pair-
ing. As with multiple choice activities, participants can use either
text or image tokens interchangeably. Fig. 5 presents a recreation
of one of the pair-matching activities designed with DEDOS-Editor
where the relationships are visually represented by arrows be-
tween two cards.

In JClic-Author, these types of activities are called “complex
association,” and participants need to identify and find this type of
activity in the initial menu to start the activity construction. Then,
participants need to set up the number of elements of the relations
in the “Panel” tab and choose the position of each cell as well as the
images or text they should contain. JClic-Author automatically
creates a relation between each cell and the one above it, and
which can be changed in the “Relations” tab. However, this process
turns out to be non-trivial for many participants because the re-
lationship between the different elements of the activity is not
clear in the interface (see Fig. 6).
5.2.2. Session 2
Activities in this session where slightly more difficult and in-

cluded more tokens in play and more multiple choice targets. On
the other hand, participants were given more details about user
interfaces. In the case of DEDOS-Editor, “zone,” “token,” and “target”
concepts were explained, while for JClic-Author, participants were
shown how to create activities, use messages and panels, and set
up targets in the “Relations” tab. After the explanations, we re-
peated the same methodology used in session 1 for designing two
multiple choice and two pair-matching activities with both tools.

In the first multiple choice activity, we increased the numbers
of tokens, images, and targets so that the user had to discover that
several images can be added to the same element and that the
same activity can have more than one correct answer. The second
multiple choice activity required participants to use a different
layout with a single column of options instead of the 2�2 matrix
used in the previous one. As in session 1, these activities had to be
done both with DEDOS-Editor and JClic-Author. In the pair-
matching activities, the number of tokens on screen was in-
crementally increased to force participants to manage the avail-
able space and adjust the zones and card size appropriately. There
were also more elements than the first session in this case.

5.2.3. Session 3
Session 3 started with a full explanation of both tools, including

how to take advantage of Windows Explorer thumbnails for easy
location along with several detailed examples of solving the activities
of previous sessions. This provided participants with full information
to create activities in a timely manner and to make the most of both
applications. Each participant had to design two multiple choice
activities and pair-matching activities with both DEDOS-Editor and
JClic-Author. To analyze the skills acquired with both tools, these



Fig. 4. First multiple choice activity with JClic-Author.
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activities included text and image tokens, multiple choice with one
and with multiple goals, and a varied number of tokens in play.

5.3. Measures

One of the key points of the experimental study is the lack of
information that forces users to experiment with the tool to dis-
cover its uses and possibilities. Gradually increasing the com-
plexity also allows us to analyze how previously acquired knowl-
edge helps the user in progressing to more complicated tasks.
These factors allow us to evaluate the learning curve regarding the
entry point, learning evolution, and competence acquired. We
consider the entry point as the difficulty the user finds when using
a tool for the first time with little or no knowledge, which is re-
presented by the completion rate of the first activity of session 1.
The learning evolution is the rate at which users acquire skills
throughout use, which is represented by the slope of the com-
pletion rate curve as a user gradually masters tool activities. Fi-
nally, the acquired competence is the level of mastery a user can
reach after fair use of the tool, which is represented by the last
point of the curve of the completion rate from the last activity.

Since all these factors strongly depend on the experience and
competence of the students in using computers and educational
software, we analyzed the results by dividing participants in two
groups according to their performance in the last session. We as-
sume that the computer skills did not vary throughout the ex-
perimental study and thus consider the last session as a proper
proxy of this competence. It is worth noting that data related to
the user profile (e.g., course or age) did not provide any mean-
ingful segmentation of the population.

We used the k-means method to make this division, where the
objective is to divide N observations into X clusters in which each



Fig. 5. Session 1. Example of pair-matching activity with DEDOS-Editor.
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observation belongs to the cluster closest to its mean. With
this method, users were divided into novices (15 participants,
M¼165.5 s) and experts (27 participants, M¼111.5 s).1 A chi-
square test of independence was used to determine whether the
order in which participants performed the experimental study
affects the clustering (see Groups 1 and 2 in Table 2). The relation
between these variables was not significant (Χ2 (1, N¼42)¼0.08,
p¼0.78; see Table 4). Thus, the participant allocation did not in-
terfere with the students' performance. Using this segmentation,
we analyzed the evolution of novice and expert users with both
tools and compared their entry points, learning curves, and com-
petencies acquired.

The next section presents the results obtained during the ex-
perimental study. We present the ratio of multiple choice and pair-
matching activities during the three sessions grouped by type of
users according to their technological skills.
6. Results

In analyzing the results of the sessions, we paid special atten-
tion to the completion rate of activities as a correlate of intui-
tiveness and ease of use by comparing the number of participants
that finished each task for each tool in each session. We consider a
task to be complete if the activity is designed correctly or the final
result is equivalent to the requested one in less than five minutes.
Sometimes, the same activity can be designed in different ways
with both tools. We have used McNamara's test to compare the
proportions of completion rates using each tool. This test checks
the equality of proportions using the within-subject design of the
1 M is the mean time to complete an activity (measured in seconds) for each
group considering only the activities in the last session.
experimental study. In subsequent figures and tables, we use the
abbreviation “Sel” to refer to multiple choice activities and the
abbreviation “Emp” to refer to pair-matching activities.

6.1. Novices – multiple choice activities

As expected, we observed a steadily increase throughout the
sessions completion rates of novice users in multiple choice ac-
tivities, which resulted from gaining familiarity through use. Al-
though not statistically significant, the completion rate was higher
with DEDOS-Editor than with JClic-Author. However, we found a
discrepancy in the first multiple choice activity in the third ses-
sion, where the completion rate was much lower. This activity was
a multiple choice activity similar to those designed in the first and
second sessions. We believe that it was caused by the poor re-
tention of the JClic-Author interface because of the many menus
that the user has to memorize to use the tool well. This factor
made the participants underperform in this activity and produced
a considerable drop in the completion rate.

The results can be seen in Fig. 7 and Table 5. This table shows
the number of participants who finished the corresponding ac-
tivities within the given time. In addition, we can distinguish
which participants finished the activity with DEDOS-Editor, JClic-
Author, both applications, or neither of the tools. For instance, the
table shows that a total of 10 participants from the novice group
could not finish the first multiple choice activity with either of the
tools, one participant succeeded with only JClic-Author, and four
participants succeeded using only DEDOS-Editor.

6.2. Experts – multiple choice activities

Expert users show a higher entry point than novices (37% and
25.9% in DEDOS-Editor compared to 26.4% and 6.7% in JClic-Au-
thor) followed by a stronger increase in the completion rate that



Fig. 6. Example of pair-matching activity with JClic-Author from session 1.

Table 4
Distribution of the participants among the groups.

Performance clusters Participant allocation

Performance clusters Group 1 Group 2 Total
Novices 9 6 15
Experts 15 12 27
Total 24 18 42

= =X p0.08 0.782

2 After applying Bonferroni correction, the corrected p-value of Sel5
(.025*6¼0.15) is greater than the 5% significance level.
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remains over 75% for the rest of the experimental study with both
tools. DEDOS-Editor seems to have higher completion rates in all
activities except the second, but there is no statistical significance.
Nevertheless, it is important to remember that DEDOS-Editor had
not been used previously by any participant, whereas all partici-
pants had used JClic-Author during their degree.
The activity with the smallest p-value was Sel3 (p¼0.025),2 in
which users finished about 20% more activities with DEDOS-Editor
than with JClic-Author. This reaffirms our thoughts when analyz-
ing the results of novice participants regarding retention for the
JClic-Author interface. Considering that users fall into the expert
category, both learning curves are quite satisfactory with a rea-
sonably high entry point, fast achievement of competence, and full
competence acquired. The results can be seen in Fig. 8 and Table 6.

6.3. Novices – pair-matching activities

Pair-matching activities proved to be more difficult than the mul-
tiple choice activities. In addition, throughout the experimental study,
we found that the amount of time spent by users for finding and



Fig. 7. Novice group. Completion rate of multiple choice activities. Fig. 8. Expert group. Completion rate of multiple choice activities.
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adding images to the tokens or cells was significantly large compared
to the total amount of time spent in finishing the tasks. Users had to
insert from six to ten different images into the activity, and given the
five-minute limitation, those who did not add the images fast enough
tended to run out of time before completing the task.

The learning curves of DEDOS-Editor and JClic-Author are sig-
nificantly different in this case (see Fig. 9). DEDOS-Editor had a
higher entry point than JClic-Author, and this entry point is higher
than that for novice users doing multiple choice activities using
DEDOS-Editor. This can be explained by the fixed creation para-
digm of DEDOS-Editor in that the experience users acquired in
doing the multiple choice activities of session 1 served as an entry
point for the pair-matching activities. In the second activity, the
completion rate increased to 73.3%. In contrast, with JClic-Author,
less than 10% of users were able to finish the pair-matching ac-
tivities of session 1 despite more than 50% having finished the
multiple choice activities. This happened because designing mul-
tiple choice activities and pair-matching activities is fundamen-
tally different in JClic-Author, so the experience acquired in de-
signing the former cannot really be exploited in the latter. In ad-
dition, finding the right template to begin with is not really in-
tuitive, and participants had serious problems with choosing the
correct type of activity from the initial menu. Astonishingly, this
low rate did not improve until the end of session 2, despite users
being explicitly told which type of activity they had to choose at
Table 5
Novice group. Completion rate of multiple (Sel) choice activities.

Activity DEDOS-Editor

NO
JClic

NO YES

Ses1 Sel1 66.67% (10) 6.67% (1)
Sel2 33.33% (5) 13.33% (2)

Ses2 Sel3 33.33% (5) 6.67% (1)
Sel4 13.33% (2) 6.67% (1)

Ses3 Sel5 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)
Sel6 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)

nn indicates that the level of significance is below a certain value.
the beginning of the session. Overall, DEDOS-Editor shows a
higher entry point followed by an immediate increase in com-
pletion rates, while JClic-Author shows a flat curve that remained
close to 0 until half the experimental study was completed.

In the second session with DEDOS-Editor, there was a slight
decrease in the number of finished tasks. Since the first and the
second sessions were performed on the same day, we believe this
was caused by the large amount of images the participants had to
add in session 2 rather than by users forgetting how to use the
tool. The results are summarized in Table 7. It is worth noting that
Emp8 and Emp9 are statistically significant, even after considering
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

6.4. Experts – pair-matching activities

The analysis of expert users with pair-matching activities
shows a remarkable difference in entry points (see Fig. 10). The
completion rates differ by an order of magnitude in the first ac-
tivity of session 1 (74.1% with DEDOS-Editor, 7.4% with JClic-Au-
thor), which has special significance when considering that most
participants had previous experience with JClic-Author while none
of them had any with DEDOS-Editor. As shown in Table 8, these
significant differences between tools are visible during the first
two sessions. Although applying the Bonferroni adjustment to
Emp7, Emp,8 and Emp10 makes them not statistically significant,
X2 p-value

YES
JClic

NO YES

26.67% (4) 0.00% (0) 1.8 .179
26.67% (4) 26.67% (4) 0.67 .414

26.67% (4) 33.33% (5) 1.8 .179
20.00% (3) 60.00% (9) 1 .317

46.67% (7) 53.33% (8) 7 .008nn

6.67% (1) 93.33% (14) 1 .317



Table 6
Expert group. Completion rate of multiple choice (Sel) activities.

Activity DEDOS-Editor X2 p-value

NO YES
JClic JClic

NO YES NO YES

Ses1 Sel1 51.85% (14) 11.11% (3) 22.22% (6) 14.81% (4) 1 .317
Sel2 7.41% (2) 14.81% (4) 7.41% (2) 70.37% (19) 0.67 .414

Ses2 Sel3 3.70% (1) 0.00% (0) 18.52% (5) 77.78% (21) 5 .025
Sel4 3.70% (1) 0.00% (0) 7.41% (2) 88.89% (24) 2 .157

Ses3 Sel5 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 100% (27) – –

Sel6 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 100% (27) – –

Fig. 9. Novice group. Completion rate of pair-matching activities. Fig. 10. Expert group. Completion rate of pair-matching (Emp) activities.
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along with Emp9, they constitute more than half of the remaining
tests showing a real effect.

In this case, it seems students need the full explanation for
JClic-Author to create pair-matching activities. Two factors can
explain these results. First, the DEDOS-Editor user interface is
based on a direct manipulation paradigm that avoids menus, right
clicks, and other commonly used computer paradigms in favor of a
Table 7
Novice group. Completion rate of pair-matching (Emp) activities.

Activity DEDOS-Editor

NO
JClic

NO YES

Ses1 Emp7 60.00% (9) 6.67% (1)
Emp8 26.67% (4) 0.00% (0)

Ses2 Emp9 33.33% (5) 0.00% (0)
Emp10 26.67% (4) 6.67% (1)

Ses3 Emp11 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)
Emp12 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)

nn indicates that the level of significance is below a certain value.
more direct and visual representation of options and actions. With
this paradigm, intuitiveness plays a very important role in facing
unknown situations so that solutions can be constructed by in-
stinct without the proper knowledge or specific training. Second,
the DEDOS-Editor user interface is designed as a holistic experi-
ence in which all possible designs emanate from common princi-
ples. There is no single choice that can constrain the possibilities of
X2 p-value

YES
JClic

NO YES

33.33% (5) 0.00% (0) 2.67 .102
66.67% (10) 6.67% (1) 10 .001nn

60.00% (9) 6.67% (1) 9 .002nn

40.00% (6) 26.67% (4) 3.57 .058

6.67% (1) 93.33% (14) 1 .317
13.33% (2) 86.67% (13) 2 .157



Table 8
Expert group. Completion rate of pair-matching (Emp) activities.

Activity DEDOS-Editor X2 p-value

NO YES
JClic JClic

NO YES NO YES

Ses1 Emp7 25.93% (7) 0.00% (0) 66.67% (18) 7.41% (2) 18 .015n

Emp8 3.7% (1) 0.00% (0) 62.96% (17) 33.33% (9) 17 .025n

Ses2 Emp9 11.11% (3) 0.00% (0) 51.85% (14) 37.04% (10) 14 o .001nnn

Emp10 0.00% (0) 7,41% (2) 40.74% (11) 51.85% (14) 6.23 .012n

Ses3 Emp11 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 100% (27) – –

Emp12 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 3.7% (1) 96.3% (26) 1 0.317

n, nnn indicate that the level of significance is below a certain value.
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a future design, and every new type of design needs only a small
amount of new concepts. This allows users to take advantage of a
variety of common concepts used in every possible design.
Therefore, completion rates were similar between the first in-
stances of both designing pair-matching activities and multiple
choice activities with JClic-Author. In contrast, DEDOS-Editor users
showed similar completion rates to the last time they designed
multiple choice activities since they could use all the knowledge
and experience gained in designing one type of activity when fa-
cing a new type of challenge.

Besides the difference in entry points, users with both tools
display a satisfactory growing learning curve. In the case of DE-
DOS-Editor, we observed a slight drop in completion rate at the
beginning of session 2 due to the increased number of the images
they had to add, but the rate returned to 100% once users mastered
image insertion. In JClic-Author, completion rates do not exceed
75% until the last session due to the extremely low entry point,
despite the monotonic growth of the learning curves.
7. Discussion

DEDOS-Editor and JClic-Author were designed with the inten-
tion of providing teachers with powerful tools to improve the way
Fig. 11. General evolution o
they transfer knowledge to the students. Both tools let teachers to
design their own educational projects composed of learning ac-
tivities that will be solved by students either individually or col-
laboratively. Teachers can design content for almost any topic and
address all kinds of students. However, it seems that there are
certain factors that prevent the full adoption of ICT by teachers. In
this section, we discuss our experimental results to shed light on
those factors that could affect adoption. Fig. 11 shows the com-
pletion rate of both multiple choice and pair-matching activities
for all users in the order in which they were performed. Vertical
lines delimit each session.

In general, the completion rates with DEDOS-Editor are always
above those achieved with JClic-Author. In addition, both learning
curves eventually show close to 100% completion rates through
use and training, although entry points are below 40%. It is im-
portant that we did not provide any kind of mentoring with DE-
DOS-Editor at the beginning of the experimental study, even
though it is highly advisable for improving teacher acceptance and
knowledge when facing an authoring tool for the first time (Boulay
and Fulford, 2009; Sampson, 2004). However, students should
have full knowledge of JClic-Author and a positive attitude to-
wards this tool since learning it is part of their degree. According
to Kopcha (2012), participants should be more skilled with JClic-
Author since they have had previous access to it and most of had
f the completion rate.
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used it in real classrooms during their internship placements.
Nevertheless, our experimental data shows that having previous
knowledge in a certain tool does not guarantee proper use of it in
the future, which could prevent full adoption (De Grove et al.,
2012; Aldunate and Nussbaum, 2013; Blackwell et al., 2013).

Although the entry points are quite similar with both tools, the
difference in their learning curves is nonetheless impressive. DE-
DOS-Editor shows a smoother learning curve with small fluctua-
tions when changing the type of activities, while JClic-Author
displays shows drops when changing activity. As we have seen in
previous sections, these drops do not occur when analyzing the
learning curves of both types of activities separately. Nevertheless,
due to the characteristics of JClic-Author, the knowledge gained
when designing multiple choice activities cannot be used when
designing pair-matching activities (“I do not even know where to
start”3). Thus, when plotting both curves together (see Fig. 11),
there are drastic drops corresponding to the learning curve in-
tersections. As a holistic tool, knowledge and experience in one
type of activity help boost performance in any other type in DE-
DOS-Editor (“Designing pair-matching activities with DEDOS
seems way easier than with JClic”). This smoothens the learning
curve as a whole, as shown in the upward trend throughout all
sessions with DEDOS-Editor. We also believe that as the activities
become more complicated to design (e.g., multiple choice activ-
ities are easier to design than pair-matching activities), the dif-
ference in design paradigms becomes more noticeable.

We estimated the complexity of both tools according to Mur-
ray's variables (Murray, 2004) and discovered that the main pro-
blem of current authoring tools could be the great number of
elements and functionality offered, which increases the difficulty
when trying to manage all of them. In DEDOS-Editor, there are few
elements that can be dropped into the editing area to create the
activities, while JClic-Author has a more complex structure where
elements have more parameters that must be learned to properly
use the tool (“JClic has a lot of confusing options”). In contrast, our
experiment showed that a little extra help allows users to com-
pletely master DEDOS-Editor in the last session, reaching 100%
completion rate in all activities (“I have learned how to use DEDOS
without asking anyone”).

When analyzing expert and novice users separately, we ob-
serve that not even expert users are capable of avoiding the drastic
drops with JClic-Author (see Fig. 12). Advanced users with DEDOS-
Editor, on the other hand, are able to master the tool at the end of
session 1 and maintain a completion rate near 100% throughout
the rest of the experimental study. In addition, users are able to
reach completion rates similar to that of expert users with DEDOS-
Editor at the beginning of session 3, while they fail to do so with
JClic-Author. Therefore, background knowledge was not a de-
terminant factor in the learning curve as other authors have stated
(Ainsworth et al., 2004). If this were the case, the JClic-Author
learning curve would be smoother than that of DEDOS-Editor
since participants had previous knowledge of the tool. We believe
that the complexity of the JClic-Author interface does not help the
participants to retain the knowledge acquired from using the tool
previously (Elliott et al.,2002), making it difficult when using the
tool again after some time. However, further studies should be
done with more participants since each of the groups (novices and
experts) had different numbers of participants, which made the
expert group more sensitive to differences.

DEDOS-Editor's design to favor intuition and continuous
learning is done through a direct manipulation paradigm and
maintaining a strong core of common concepts regardless of ac-
tivity type. We believe that these features help enhance the tool's
3 Participant's comment.
generalizability. Despite not having the same amount of activities
to design (only multiple choice, pair-matching, math, and point-
connection activities), this paradigm choice has proven results in
three significant outcomes, which have a close relationship with
those presented by van Oostendorp and Walbeehm (1995) re-
garding direct manipulation interfaces. First, and most im-
portantly, the competence acquired in designing one type of ac-
tivity improves the general results of doing any other type. Second,
with some experience and information, novice users rapidly gain
expert competence in the tool. Finally, expert users (meaning
those more fluent in the use of technology rather than having any
prior experience with the tool) just need to experiment with the
tool for a short to master it completely, even with a complete lack
of information.

JClic-Author interface is based on menus and templates and
offers a guided creation process in which the interface changes
(more or less subtly) with user choices to offer only options relevant
to the current development. Intuitively, this type of interface may
seem a really good choice in which an apparently simple initial
choice restricts options to those meaningful to that choice. How-
ever, the results suggest that the initial choice is not always as
simple as intended by the interface developer, leading many users
astray when dealing with an option for the first time. Second and
most important is the clustered user interface were a tool has mini-
tools for specific tasks drastically affects learning by clustering the
learning process and majorly impeding reuse of knowledge in fu-
ture tasks. To be fair, JClic-Author lets the user design a great variety
of activities, so it is difficult to use the same design metaphor for all
of them. However, this does not impede the developer in using the
same metaphor in activities that are similar to each other (such
multiple choice and pair-matching). Besides resulting in a slower
learning curve, this issue gives rise to a dangerously frustrating si-
tuation in which users with relative mastery of the tool for one
particular task see themselves pushed back to square one when
dealing with another slightly different one.

Our experimental study was done with young students, so we
cannot conclude whether the results would be the same if done
with actual teachers. Nevertheless, participants did not have any
previous knowledge about DEDOS-Editor and they gained ex-
pertize with this tool quickly throughout all the sessions. Thus, we
could expect similar results with actual teachers, whose knowl-
edge about DEDOS-Editor would be at least as high as the parti-
cipants in this study.

Our research shows how different designs aimed to solve the
same tasks (multiple choice activities and pair-matching activities)
can produce a different user experience. The direct manipulation
interface and the holistic, coherent creation paradigm seem to
allow expert users to master the tool through just limited ex-
perience while allowing novice users to gain expert competence
quickly with little information. Most importantly, the learning
process allows a higher entry point due to the intuitiveness of
direct manipulation and is smoother. In turn, the user take full
advantage of any prior experience with the tool in dealing with
new situations and thus avoid any frustrating drops in competence
when facing new challenges. Although we need to perform more
studies with different authoring tools, it seems that a direct ma-
nipulation interface and a coherent paradigm design help teachers
to ease their workload, since they do not need to spend much time
learning how to use the tool or creating the learning materials
(Constantin et al., 2014). In addition, authoring tools with direct
manipulation interfaces usually follow a “what you see is what you
get” metaphor (e.g., Smart Notebook), which makes it easier to
provide situational awareness to users and lets them clearly see
the consequences of their actions. This makes the application ea-
sier to explore (Vigo et al., 2014) and therefore enhances the tool
predictability.



Fig. 12. General evolution of the completion rate divided by groups.
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Authoring tools should focus on not only functional aspects but
also on non-functional characteristics. Providing support to non-
functional requirements is fundamental to allowing users of to
complete their tasks (Lima et al., 2011). Most of the authoring tools
reviewed seem to focus on only functional aspects and fail to
provide efficient support to users. With our experimental study,
we have made a first step towards clarifying which aspects could
be relevant to teacher adoption of a certain authoring tool,
showing that direct manipulation interfaces could help provide
the non-functional factors that appear to be disregarded when
designing new learning tools.
8. Conclusions

In the last decades, technology has been steadily entering the
classroom in attempts to realize the greatest shift in education
since the Industrial Revolution. Not only an information revolution
but also a newer interaction revolution are claiming their space in
education, pushing to redefine what and how students are taught.
Nevertheless, while technology is undeniably entering the
classroom, the revolution is still waiting outside. As final deliverers
of education, teachers have been plunged into a chaotic world of
technologies and systems that are still far from their necessities
and reach.

With this problem in mind, many researchers in technology-en-
hanced learning have made efforts to design and develop authoring
tools to provide teachers with the necessary means to design their
own content according to (ideally) their own teaching styles, ne-
cessities, and preferences. However, there is still a gap between the
availability and the use of technology. More efforts are required to
engage the teaching community in filling the void of content. While
technology has received profound attention, and authoring tools
exist to create for almost any application, we believe the failure of
these tools is partially due to a low entry point when first used, as
well as a slow and irregular progression during the learning process.

Considering the most preferred activities by teachers in au-
thoring tool design is a key factor in promoting the adoption of ICT
in education. However, further research should be done to increase
the types of activities that can be created and improve the tools.
This will let teachers create richer content that will help students
in their learning processes.
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We have aimed to shed light onto factors affecting the learning
curve of an authoring tool and the final determinant of its adoption.
While several tools are available, very few have been rigorously
evaluated. We have presented an experimental study performed by
future teachers (students of early childhood education and primary
education degrees) and compared their interaction paradigms. A
menu-based and inconsistent user interface design is the basis of
JClic-Author, the most used Spanish authoring tool, whereas a di-
rect-manipulation interaction style and a consistent interaction
metaphor were implemented in DEDOS-Editor, a novel authoring
tool for traditional computers and multitouch surfaces. DEDOS-
Editor turns teachers into developers, allowing them to create
learning individual and collaborative activities or to change existing
ones in an easy way. The experimental study showed that the user
interface design choices have a tremendous impact on the learning
curves of the tools. The direct-manipulation interface strongly affects
the entry point, allowing completely new users to complete more
tasks and gain knowledge through experience than with a menu-
based user interface. In addition, the consistent interaction meta-
phor allows experience and expertize to persist through domains,
resulting in smoother and faster learning curves. In contrast, choice-
guided interfaces drastically decreased performance in slightly dif-
ferent tasks with the same tool, which could cause frustration and
abandonment and should be avoided at all costs. The implications of
user interface design in authoring tools for education require further
study to fill the gap separating technology and education. We hope
these results will offer valuable guidance for designers and serve as
grounds for further studies in the scientific community.
Supplementary data
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� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼mgZjEP2zgCQ
� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼aDdgmy7pi1I
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2. DEDOS software - English version:
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� http://aprendecondedos.es. Most of the contents are in

Spanish.
2. DEDOS Facebook page:
� https://www.facebook.com/dedosmt. This page is in Spanish.
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